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The seemingly dull slice-and-read card routine gets surprisingly creative in this
update to Ultimate Magic's classic "Magic Deck." These are variations on a
theme, so let me explain the core concept: Each of your 52 cards has two

corners, one sharp, one flat. You slide one of your cards into the sharp corner of
another, and presto! Your card is now the one in the far corner. Guess what? You
can practice this without a trick. Like the earlier version, you are free to pull off
cards at will. This is a great idea to improve card magic, so it's easy to review
after a routine. You can cut a deck after each pass, so there's no need to keep
your deck in your pocket. Plus, the super sharp corners last indefinitely. For a
limited time you can buy the ULTIMATE Magic Collection at an amazing value!

The value is not limited and is automatically updated as more products are
released. With the right product, not only can you discover some of the most
incredible magic that ever existed, but you can learn the secrets behind the

methods and learn a skill that will last a lifetime. Here is the great news: you can
get the complete ULTIMATE Magic Video Collection for only $95 delivered to your

door. This is half the price of any other prices you'll find on the internet and
comes complete with over 300 hours of video training. I've worked with some of

the world's most talented magicians to create the ULTIMATE Magic Library.
These are the magical effects most commonly taught in magic clubs and

magicians around the world.
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DVD or Blu-ray releases are... you guessed it! We've compiled a list of the top 10
DVD and Blu-ray movies of 2009... 132 PGS./Rated T+...$14.99 Download

ultimate magician video collection vol 3 video other. The top 10 movies of 2009?
No, that's not right. The top 10 movies of 2009 which are also DVD or Blu-ray

releases are... you guessed it! We've compiled a list of the top 10 DVD and Blu-
ray movies of 2009... 132 PGS./Rated T+...$14.99 Full of amazing new tricks,
fooling the best card magicians in the world! Simon Lovells THE FANTASTIC

MAGIC OF ALL TIMES is a DVD of classic magic routines perfected by the
greatest entertainers who ever lived. With three DVDs youll find 36 astounding
magic effects that can be performed at any time, anywhere, with card tricks,

gaffs, magic pistols and finelines among them. Other fun r... A collection of over
60 magic routines that are easy to do for students. If youve ever thought about

learning some magic, or if youre looking for ways to entertain guests at your
next party or event, it could be the start of a whole new career! If you know

magic, you can do this. Im in this DVD, every move is to the point. No fluff. No
excuses. Just h... "POWER CUTS" are an illuminating performance tool for

explaining concepts like blending, waving, eliminating borrowed effects, and
more. The STEP-BY-STEP DVD AND BOOK set available here includes more than
75 easy-to-learn but challenging magic routine. This collection features SIMON
LOVELLS near-impossible card tricks that can be performed anywhere at any

time. With these powerful routines YOU wi... 5ec8ef588b
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